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FOEI_OED

This report is the final report for Teehnleal Dh'eetlve 12 of the Space Transfer

Concepts and Analyses for Exploration Missions study, MSI_C Contract no. NAU-37857.

This Technical Directive was performed durinlr the first half of 1992; the report was

written In November 1992. The subject of the Technical Dh-ectlve was parametric

performance and cost/benefit analysis of Esrth-beHd laser powered electric orbit

transfer.
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ABSTRACT

Parametrle models were constructed for Earth-basad laser powered electric orbits

transfer from low Earth orbit to geosynetwonons orbit. These models were used to carry

out performance, cost/benefit and sensitivity analyses of laser-powered transfer

systems, ineludinf end-to-end life cycle cost analyses for complete systems.

Comparisons with conventional orbit transfer systems were made, indicating large

potential cost savings for laser'-powered transfer. Approximate optimization was done to

determine best parameter values for the systems.

Orbit transfer flights simulations were conducted to explore effects of parameters

not practical to model with a spread-sheet. The simulations considered view faeton that

determine when power can be transferred from _.ound stations to an orbit transfer

vehicle and conducted sensitivity analyses for numbers of _-ound stations, lsp including

dual-isp transfers, and plane change profiles. Optimal steering laws were used for

simultaneous altitude and plane change. Viewing geometry and low-thrust orbit raising

were simultaneously simulated. A very preliminary lnvesti1_ation of _elay mirrors was

made.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 PUL_OflE

The purpose of this document is to present a final report on results from completion

of the technical tasks described in para$_aph 4 of Tochnical Dh'ectlve 12: Beamed Power

Analyse& for NASA contract NASS-3785V.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Power beaming by coherent electromagnetic radiation has attracted technical

interest since the early publications of Gluer, et. al. on microwave power beaming.

Power beaming has natm'al advantages for transfer of power over long distance in space.

The beam propagation is lossless and the beam conduit, free space, has no mass or cost.

In principle, beams of arbitrarily hilh coUimation can be formed, although required

apertures may be quite large and there are practical engineering limits to attainable

wavefront precision, which must be high in proportion to the collimation needed. Some

of the mechanisms available for generating el.ectromafnetic waves involve low-entropy

sources for which conve_ion efficiency should, in principle, be very high. High

efflcieneies have been achieved in practice at microwave frequeneles. Laser generators

have to date been low in efficiency but this is a question of enB'Inecring state of the art

rather than physical limits.

Studies of microwave power beaming were conducted in the 1970s and 1980s. At

microwave frequencies, very large apertures (kilometers) are required to achieve the

collimation for efficient power transmission over space distances of practical interest.

Such large apertures cannot be economic except for very large blocks of power. Since

aperture is proportional to wavelength, use of laser frequencies offers the potential of

efficient transmission over cislunar distances with apertures on the order of meters.

This brings the range of economic blocks of power down to levels of interest for eu_ent

space projects.

Technology advancements over the past several year_ mainly sponsored by the

Strategic Defense Initiativep have produced a state of the art that is near capability for

directing such blocks of highly collimated laser power from the surface of the Earth to

lunar distance and beyond. If the source of power is on the Earth, high efficiency in

conversion from electric power to laser power is not economically important and laser

efficiencies currently achievable are adequate to realize advantageous systems. Key

elements of this emetTlng laser teehnolosy includez

OSS/O615-100S0A_ 1/34A-2_ : 26 A
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a. Continuous operation with infrared or visible lil;ht generated by a free-electron

laser, at hundreds of kW up to a few megiwattsz High power hem been demonstrated

for short periods and Boeing is currently under contract with the U. S. Army to

demonstrate high duty eyole power generation by a free-electron laser at 100 kW or

more. The state of the art presently under development could be uprated to the

mqawatt range.

b. Adaptive optics eapeble of forming a highly collimated beam and responding rapidly

enough to componsate for atmospherie turbulence, making it possible to direct a

neer-dlffraetlon-Umited beam through the atmosphere into spare with acceptable

beam degradation. Flight experiments have demonstrated this eapablllty at modest

apertures of rougtdy one meter. Laboratory tests and analyses now in progress are

developing teehnieel alternatives suitable for apertures up to ten meters, with many

thousands of adjustable elements, as needed for turbulence compensation in

apertures of this size.

e. Photovoltaie arrays eapable of converting laser light to eleetrielty at greater than

50% effleieney. This has been demonstrated on a laboratory scale at low power with

continuous laser Ught. Planned experiments wLLI develop means of matching

photovoltele response to laser pulse formats so that high-power systems ran be

operated at high effleleney.

d. Concepts for efficient, very light weight electric propulsion power processors and

thrusters, based on electron beam accelerator and related technologies. These offer

the potential for unprecedentedly high power-to-weight ratios for eleetrie

propulsion systems, which in turn yield relatively short trip times for electric

propulsion systems in cislunar spare.

These technological potentials led to a number of applications ideas from various

investigators, collected by NASA Headquarters Code R under the name "Selene",

signifying Spare Laser Electric ENErlD'. The applications include laser eleetrie power

for a lunar base, laser-powered electric propulsion transfer systems, and laser power to

satellites in cislunar space _ particularly laser power to geosynehronous satellites

during Sun oeeu/tatlon periods.

During 1992 an analytical working group was formed by NASA Headquarters to

assess the teehnieal and eeonomie merit of these ideas. Partleipants included NASA

Headquarters, Boeing, Comsat Corporation, JPL, MIT Lincoln Labs, LeltC, MSFC,

Science Research Laboratories, and W. J. Schaefer Associates.
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The Boeing contribution to this activity, documented in this report, was funded

through the Space Transfer Concepts and Analysis for Exploration Missions Study,

Contract NAS8-37857. This contribution included systems/cost/economies analysis and

performance simulations for lasee-eleetric orbit transfer systems, for low Earth orbit to

geosynchronous orbit and lunar missions. Boeing worked with the other participants in

the study to develop an integrated technical and economies assessment, documented in a

NASA Headquarters briefing conducted on July 16, 1992. This report presents the results

of the Boeing studies in more detail and depth, as a complement to the integrated

briefing.

The applications studied by this group by no means exhaust the interesting

possibilities for application of electromatmetie power and ener1[y beaming. A survey is

included in this report as Section 4.0.

1.3 SCOPE OF WORK AND REPOUT ORGANIZATION

This final report for Technical Directive 12 covers work performed from January

through August 1992. The Statement of Work tasks were as follows[1]-

a. Integrate JPL and Boeing beamed power computer models and lunar systems data to

establish end-to-end power system effectiveness for lunar transportation systems

and other uses. Determine sensitivities and parametric effects on beamed power

concepts. Optimize power system elements to minimize system costs. Determine

benefits of lower transportation costs to other system elements.

b. Identify and quantify advantages of beamed power applications, including electric

transfer vehicle GEO performance, and communication satellite llfe extension and

performance enhancement. Review and assess assumptions of Lewis Research

Center 1990-91 laser beamed power study.

c. Perform trades/analyses of competing concepts; parametric sensitivity data over

ranges of interest of key parameters. Provide data supportive of the overall

systems analysis/integretion activity.

d. Attend meetings at MSFC and other loeation_ provide briefings as appropriate.

" Provide report at end of the work. Data (briefings, reports, etc.) shall be provided

in dis4tal form (Mac preferred) and in paper form.

The study was carried out by addressing the tasks though (a) eonstroetion and use of

an integrated spread-sheet model of the transportation system to perform systems

parametries and cost/economies analyses and trades, and (b) time-dependent

performance simulation of laser beam powered orbit transfers to perform systems

[:)SS/D615-10050/83,34A-2/8:26 A
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parametric analyses and tredes that require detailed simulation. The report is orKlmized

into two primary sections representing these two activities since this leads to a clearer

exposition of results than ors_mization according to the statement of work. Also, a

survey was conducted to identify all known applications of power beaming; this is

included as an Appendix (Appendix A) in this report.

L4 8UMMART OF RmIULT8

The Boeing studies investi|ptted two lmportsnt aspeots of electric propulsion orbit

transfer missions powered by Earth-based laset_n (X) Parametric optimization analyses

for integrated systems to find combinations of system parameters that yield economic

performance and short trip times, and (2) Detailed performance simulations to define

appropriate values for some of the parameters, especially related to line-of-siKht

oeeurrenoe between laser ground sites and orbiting vehicles and resulting tnte_p'ated duty

factors and trip times.

The study found that laser-powered electric orbit transfer has major potential rest

and economic advantages for LEO to GEe and LEO to lunap orbit missions. These

advantaKes derive from the hish specific impulse that ran be used, eliminating most of

the propellant that otherwise must be transported to low Earth orbit at high cost, and

from the hish power density achievable with the power collection and conversion system

on the orbit transfer vehicle, yielding unprecedentedly hiKl3 speeifle power estimates,

and as a result performance, for the electric propulsion system.

Laser powered vehicles exhibit a _ number of desi_-ehoJee parameters which

influence performance and rest in complex interrelated ways. These include number and

location of ground stations; laser power and wavelength; beam expander aperture; flight

system receiver aperture! solar array power handlinE rapacity, effleieney and mass;

power processing and thruster effleieney and mass; electric propulsion speeifle impulse!

and life/number of reuses for the flight system. The study performed parametric

optimizations and sensitivity analyses. Cost advantsKes of the laser electric system tend

to be insensitive to variation in system parameters.

The general range of system parameters found to yield good cost performance is as

follows=

Laser wavelength

Beam expander aperture

Laser power

Number of ground sites

0.85 micron

10 meters

1 to 5 meiptwatts

4to6

4
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I

Electric specific impulse

P/V array size

Array output

Zenith angle

Tz_msfer time (up)

Number of vehicle reuses

Payload to GEO orbit

2000 to 3000 seconds, with the early part

of the transfer accomplished using

resistoJets at about 800 seconds

10 to 15 meters diameter

200 to 500 kWe

00 - 70 degrees

20 to 50 days

3 to 10

2500 to 5000 k'f

Important external influences include space transfer traffic level (the market), cost

of space transportation to low Earth orbit, degradation effects of the van Allen radiation

belts on phototvoltaic arrays used for the transfer system, cost of competing orbit

transfer systems, and shared amortization of investment in laser technology and ground

stations.

These interact as described later in the report; an optimization criterion is defined

as the least life cycle cost over a practical operating lifetime; optimization analysis

selected optimal values of the design-choice parameters and investigated their

sensitivity as well as the bottom-line llfe cycle cost to variations in the external

parameters. Since the global optimum trip time is often uncomfortably long, optimum

values can also be determined as a function' of trip time. A judgmental selection of trip

time, in view of the life cycle cost penalty, can then be made.

The laser-electric system suffers from poor duty factors when the space vehicle is

in low Earth orbit. The duty factor for one ground station is less then 1% when the

vehicle is at 500 km. altitude. This low duty factor includes typical orbit inclination and

ground station latitude effects. As the vehicle altitude increases, the duty factor

increases rapidly, reaching a value on the order of 20% (from a ground station) at

geosynchronous altitude. The geometry is somewhat complex; a flight simulation

approach was determined to be the most practical approach to investigating parameters

dependent on view factors. A software package designed to solve a similar problem was

available and was adapted to suit this purpose. Simulations were performed in

conjunction with the systems analyses to develop overall results. These simulations

helped develop several insights in how to configure and operate the systems as described

later in the report.

A significant proportion of the Boeing activity was directed to integration with

other investigators. A portion of our work statement included "integration of models".

0SS/0615-100S0/BS/34d..2/8:26 A
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As the work progressed, it became eleer that integration of results of models was more

efficient than literal computational integration, and the former is what we did' Boeing

worked elosely with MSFC, and participated in several meettnp and teleeonfereneas.

These included in-depth discussions of technical and eeonomie aspeets of design

operation of luer-eleetrie space power systems. Results of these deliberations were

incorporated into the integrated briefings prepared by NASA and its contractors.

6
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2.0 p_RIC AND COST/ECONOMIC .,qNALYS1m

This section describes the systems concept, const_ction of a spread-sheet model of

a laser-powered orbit transfer system, and results of analyses performed using the

model

2.I OVEIAI,L SYffCEI/DESCRIPTION

The refarence leser-powared orbit transfer concept is depicted In fllrures 2.1 and

2.2. l_our or more laser ground sites, located in remote, high-altitude, clear-weather

areas are used. Each Irround site has one or more high-power lasers with beam expanders

and directors. The system may have multiple targetm satellites needing laser power,

orbit transfer vehicles, a lunar base. (A irlobal analysis of the best numbers of ground

sites and number of lasers at each, for various target configurations and requirements,

has not been performed.) A system of contention resolution and tar1_et allocation

determines which lasers serve which users.

lammm. Free-electron lasers are indicated ss the best technology to use. Present

technology programs are developing RF drive and induction drive lasers. (The drive

system produces the electron beam which in ttL,'n pnarates the laser beam.) While the

laser is constantly operating when LLluminatinir • tarpt, free-electron lasers are pulsed

devices, producing a continuous stream of short pulses of light. The RY-drlve laser is

more technololrleally advanced and has • pulse format better suited to photovoltaies.

. Laser power beams from Earth to Moon.

• FELwith adaptive optics for tight beam.

• "- 1 micron wavelength matched to receiver photovoltecis.

• Four sites on Earth for continuous view to Moon.

• Two sites ere available for electric orbit transfer power beaming.

• Power per unit array area "- ten times natural sunlight.

Backup lunar

beam,ng s,te /

Available _for EOTV 3 lunar

beamin9 .__/r ' beam,ng site

soTv \_
beaming _

_te _ EOTV

_minary results ,ndicate_

be • prom,sing con__

Figure 2. I. Laser Power Beaming Concept ACSO4S

• DSS/D61S-100S0/CT/344-2/8:28 A
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The induction laser produces later pulses which saturate the photovoltaies, resulting in

low efficiency. Unless this problem can be solved, the RF drive laser will be the best

technology for this application.

The laser frequency is selected for a good atmosphere window and the photovoltaie

material of the receiver. The present baseline uses irallium sesenide photovoltaies and 8

htser wavelength of 0.85 microns. Greater than 5096 eonve_ion effielen,.-y from laser

1Light falling on the array to electricity is estimated, and has been demonstrated with

low-power continuous-wave luez:.

Beam Director. The laser beam is expanded to flu a beam director aperture of

about 10 meters. A diffraction-limited lO-meter aperture can project a parallel beam to

approximately posynehronous altitude. Atmospheric turbulence, if uncompensated, will

cause the beam to dissipate so as to be unusable. Therefore, the baseline includes

adaptive optics to compensate for turbulence. The baseline concept seirments the

primary beam expander reflector into hexagonal elements about 5 era. in size; there see

about S0,000 elements. These see controlled by a massively pseallel eomputini_ system,

based on signals derived from a laser beacon at the target (or a synthetic beacon

generated by Uluminating sodium in the upper atmosphere), and a wavefront sensor. The

055/O615.I0050/C8/344-2/8:28 A
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target beacon is dlsplaeed from the target in the direetlon of flight so that the beacon

signs/traverses the same patch of atmosphere the main beam traverses on its way to the

target. The light travel time, beacon down to main beam up, through the lower 10 to 15

km of atmosphere where the turbulence is, is about 0.1 msee. This is short enough to

"freeze" the turbulence motion so that the beam is wel/-correeted. Turbulence

compensation has been experimentally demonstrated.

Eleet_e Orbit Transfer Vehicle. The vehicle has an array size of about 13 meters.

Based on maximum useful intensity, this array can generate up to about 480 kWe; less

may be cost-optimal. The photovoltaies are passively-cooled by thermal radiation from

both sides. The array speeifle power available is so high, over 1 kWe/klb that electric

propulsion technology is ehal/enged to come up with a compatible thruster teehnoloffy.

Ion thrusters, while very effleient, are heavy and require much power proeessinlr and

eonditioninl_. The spoeifie power for the power processing and thruster system for the

NASA SEPS design eiroa 1980 was about 0.07 kWe/k_. Higher power systems with more

modern technology might reach 0.1 to 0.2, still much less than the laset.-powered array.

The most promisinir new thruster technology for high specific powar is the pulsed plasma

thruster, with. the Russian Hall thruster also a possible contender. While the pulsed

plasma technology is spoeulatlve at this time, it was baselined with estimated effieieney

of 50% and power processor/thruster mass of 1 kE/kWe, comparable to the array. With

addition of structure and other systems needed to complete the EOTV, a specific mass of

about 5 kg/kWe (not ineluding payload) is estimated. The selected baseline Isp was 3300

seconds; close to optima/ based on the parametric studies conducted. Baseline desiffn

parameters are presented in detail in Table 2.1.

2.2 DISCUSSION OF CO6T LEVERAGE8

Typical lunar scenarios, such as the ones in the synthesis iffoup report [2] require

annual cargo to Earth orbit in the range of 1.4Mlb per year. This gives a net payload to

the lunar sm'faee of 220klb, or 100 tons per year. Of this about 80% is eryogenie

propellant for delivery of the useful payload to the Moon. Treffie projections for GEO

sre less, but cost trends are analogous. An electric-based transportation system with a

speeifle impulse ten times higher then chemical would, in the ideal ease, reduee the 80%

propellant to more like 3%, redueinlr the Earth Launch transportation requirement to

23% of 1.4 Mlb, or 322klb. From the equation above, at 1.4 M1b/year we would expect

launch to Earth orbit costs of $2.88 billion per year. At 322klb/year we would expeet

costs of $1.08 billion per year, providinlr a launch cost savings of $1.8 bil/ion per year.

OSS/D615-10050/C9/34J,- 2_1:28 A
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Table 2.1. Parameters of Reference Laser POwer Beaming Concept

• Reference EOTV obtained by optimizing life
cycle cast for GEe mission

Type

Specific impulse

Efficiency
Mass flow rate

Thrust

Input power

5lx_fic men
• Eiectricel oower s-rite:

8_bar and power processing efficiency

Specificmm
• I_hotovoltaic Arrev

Type
Cell efficiency • 300K, 850nm, 12.75 kW/m2

Efficiency change with temperature

Equilibrium temperature

Operating efficiency

Solar array output power
Area fill factor (cell area/array area)

Array output/area

Array area

Array diameter

Array maWerea

Array mats
• Vffhi¢1 Mass Paramemn

Structure end other systems overhead

Pro_llent tank inert mess overheH

Propulsive mass ratiO one way

• VghicJq|MaSS5tatamem

So/u array
Power _rocessJng
T/ruin

Pro_llem tank
Structure 4 other

Vehicle inert mass

Propellant mass

Payload mess
Initial mass in Earth Orbit

• Proorem Mass Statement
Fleet inert mass

Propellant

Payload
Total mmto Earth Orbit

. Mi_on
Description

Type
Number of missions per year

LOWthrust mission velocity

Engine run time
Mission flight time
Refurbish/mission window time

5RL plasma thruster
33005

50%

0.42 g/s
13.6N

440kW

O.Skg/kW

g5%

0.Skg/kW

Planar GaAs

58.2%

_).13%AC

527K

28.7%
463 kW

90%
3300W/mZ

141m2

13.4m

4kg/m 2

562kg

10%
20%

1.1889

s_
352

230

J09

;J2

1455kg
1546
50OO

8002kg

10,200kg

309,000
1,000,000

1,3 lg,000

Deliver 5000kg spacecraft to GEe
Vehicle returns intact to LEO

20

5G00m/s

42.6 days

113.7 days

14 days

DSS/O615-100S0_ 10_44-_8:?.8 A
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L Table 2. I. Parameten of Reference Laser Power Beaming Concept (Continued)

. pr_ram
Fleet size 7 vehicles

Design life 10 years

Annual cargo delivered 100 mt

Operations duration 10 years

• Power hlm

Incident beam intensity at spacecraft 12.75 kw/M2

Beam energy intercepted by array 85%

Wavelength 850 nm

TOtal I_Jm power 2.1 MW

Maximum target range 42000 km

Target angular size 320 nrad

Theoretical aperture required 1.33 m

Laser to spice transmimon efficiency 0.S0

• Ground Stati9n

Q_n_ 4

Oes_gn zenith angle 60*

Spacecraft within useable view of 1 station 0.185

Probll_lity of cloud-free line.of-sight 0.g

On-line probability 0.g

Average duty cycle 0.S83

output power 4.2 MW

Laser efficiency O.10

Laser electric power in 42 MW

0 J_H'alOion$ Stiff 40

• Cost Parameters

Photovolta_l development S0

Laser development SO

Specacraft design cost S 130,000/kg

Pho_ovoltai¢ array production cost S70.000/kg

Sl_Acraft production cost excl. PV array S20,000;kg

Ground station fixed un'K cost $300,000,000

Ground station marginal cost S20/Wlstat0on

Power cost SO.3/k Wh

TKhnJaan cost $S0,000/persomyr

Maintenance burden 5% of aCClUiUtion/year

Earth-to-orbit launch cost SS,000/kg

PIyiQ4KI transit time COSt 18% of coslWeir

• Life Cycle Costs {in milli9n _)

Spacecraft development 189

Sl_lcecraft production 401

Ground station construction 1,537

Earth-to-orbit launch cost 6,597

Ground station power 259

Ground station ma0ntenance 769

Personnel 80

Payload transit time cost 1,137

Life Cycle Cost 10.96g

DSSJO615-10050K:11/344-2/8:28 A
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Over a typical 10-20 year exploration program, the cumulative savings would be in the

range of $15-38 b/Ufon.

In addition to the direct launch cost savings, a seconda_ effect will be to lower the

cost of the space hardware itself. If laser-powered transfer vehicles lower the delivery

cost of payload, then the hardware can be designed less expensively. The optimal design

Is where the marginal cost of removing weight from the hardware Is equal to the delivery

cost of the hardware. If the delivery cost is reduced, then less expensive but heavier

solutions can be chosen. In some cases, it wil/ no longer be worthwhile to design new

hardware for the space application simply to save launch costs. An off-the-sheLf item

will avoid the development costs of a new item. Other sources of savings would come

from use of less expensive materials, and less analysIs and modeling work during

development to squeeze the last gram out the system weight.

The magnitude of the cost savings for the space hardware is difficult to estimate

without a fairly detailed design optimized for each of the transportation costs. One

ai_roach is a study of general trends in structures cost with stress level The specific

cost of structure ranginl_ from concrete dams (at the low end) to communleations

sateUites (at the high end) was found to vary with the 5/2 power of the stress. Since

structural weight for a given load varies inversely with design stress, then the structure

cost goes as the 3/2 power of stress level Thus for structure, at least, an overall

reduction in transportation costs of a factor of 2 should induce a significant change in

structure cost. The effects on other subsystems is not as clear at present, but this one

example indicates that the response of the payload hardware cost to transportation costs

is a potentially major addition to the benefits from beamed power.

2.3 _ 1_)1 ANALYSW

2.3.1 _o Model and Ubtioa

The traffic model used for these analyses was a nominal 20 deliveries annuaily from

LEO to GEO of 2500-1qf spacecraft. This was intended to represent a future world

market for commercial, NASA, and military deliveries. The mass represented is typical

of the heaviest spacecraft presently delivered to thIs orbit; most are smaller. The

number Is about equal to the present worldwide market, includinlr Delta, Atlas, Ariane,

and other launchers. Whether a laser-powered system could accomplish so complete a

market rapture is of course questionable, but if the cost advantages estimated in this

report are upheld by more detailed study and development, the potential for nesr-tota/

rapture exists since no other delivery system is cost-competitive. Cost reduction, in

addition to rapturing most of the market, would increase traffle because the commereia/

12
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market demand, in particular, Is believed to be elastic with respect to price such that a

50% reduction in total GEO satellite cost would lead to more than 3 times the present

traffle. Only part of the cost of a OEO satellite is contributed by transportation cost.

8ignifleant reduetlon in transportation cost could, however, enable some reduction in

satellite cost because satellites could be re-optlmized for the reduction in delivery cost.

2.3.2 Compm'ative Tramportatloa Costs

The purpose of the parametrle analysis was threefold- first, to determine the

operating parameters that maximize the economic benefit fron_ laser-powered orbit

transfer;, second, to perform sensitivity studies on these parameterN and third, to

compare the costs and economies of lasar-powared operations to more conventional

solutions ineludinlr cryogenic orbit transfar stqes and solar-aleetrie propulsion.

A major part of space program cost can be attributed to launch costs to Earth orbit.

For example, in a conventional (chemically-propelled) mission to the Moon or to GEO,

the majority of the weight launehed is propellant, inherently not very expensive, but very

costly to deliver to orbit. The great importance placed on the performance (Isp) and

weight of space systems is due to the fact that these drive launch weight, which in turn

drives cost.

The fundamental leveralp|s of the laser-powared system are (1) versus cryogenic

propulsion, a much higher speeifle impulse, resultinfr in much lower cost for launch of

propel/ants to low Earth orbit, and (2) versus solar aleetrie propulsion (which also has

high specific impulse), much higher output from a given area of photovoltaie array

resultlng in a combination of lower photovoltaie investment cost, lower cost for launch

of the (liBhtar) orbit transfer vehicle, and reduced aleetrle transfer trip time.

Since launch of propellants to low Earth orbit is a primary factor in the cost and

economies comparisons, considarable attention was given to projections of transportation

costs to low Earth orbit. Table 2.2 compiles data on launch vehleles, their payloads, and

cost at a given flight rate. The specific cost is calculated from these.

Figm'e 2.3 plots total payload mass (payload x fllght rate, in Ib/year) vs speeifie

launch cost ($/Ib). A elear trend is evident, whose lower bound is marked by the arrow.

The outlier point for the proposed ALS is way off the trend llne. More recent estimates

from the NL5 program more closely match the trend. The trend can be modeled as

$/ll)=(2xl0$)/(M/a)l/3, where M/a Is mass per year in Ibs. The total annual cost is then

$2x105(M/a)2/3 per year. Ad|ustlng to 19925 makes the equation $2.3x105(M/a)2/3.

Based on these data, a LEO transportation cost of $5000/Ib was used as the

reference for the parametrie model and for comparison with conventional transportation

to GEO.

13
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Table ,.2 Launch Vehicle Characteristics and Costs

Launch Vehicle

Scout

I Titan I!

Saturn IB

Delta 3920

Atlas Centaur

Saturn V

Shuttle Orbiter

Titan IV

Oe_a II

Titan III

Shuttle/ASRM

Unmanned Orbiter

Shutth_ (2-engine)

Shuttle-C (3-engine)

ALS (goal)

Payload Flight Rate Launch Cost
(Ib) (per year) (1988M$)

SOO 4 9

S000 5 47

31000 2 270

7400 4 44

1320Q 4 69

249000 2 1090

45000 14 190

30OO0 10 lS8

8700 12 34

28800 S 101

56000 14 190

70000 14 190

114000 3 280

15OOO0 3 295

1500OO 20 73

SpecificCost
(_b)

18000

9400

8710

5948

5227

4222

4158

3908

3507

3393

2714

2456

1967

_7

1OO000

1O000

S/Ib, 1988 Dollars

1000

IO0

1000 100O0 100000

Total Payload Mass (Ib/yr)

1OOOO0O

Figure 2.3. Launch System Cost Trends

1OOOOOOO
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2.3.3 Radiation and Am_ Degradation

Low-thrust orbit transfer operations between low Earth orbit and geosynehronous

Earth orbit (LEO and GEO) win experience significant radiation exposure in the vanAl/en

radiation belts. High-thrust transfers also pass through the belts but spend two hours or

less in regions of high radiation dose rates. Low-thrust systems spend much longer,

about I/3 of the total transfer time for continuous thrust, and 1/2 or mole for a laser

system which has intermittent thrusting periods at low altitudes because a line of sight

for power transmission between a ground site and the vehicle does not always exist at

low altitudes (see section on simulation results). Typical high-dose times are 15 days for

a laser system with total trip time about 30 days, and 60 days for a solar eleetrte system

with total trip time about 180 days.

For a payload, which experiences this exposure once, the dose is similar to or less

than the typical lifetime dose in geosynehronous orbit. The penalty of additional

radiation dose must be traded against the cost savings obtained by laser-powered

transfer. In most cases this trade is expeetad to favor the laser system.

The problem is more severe for the orbit transfer vehicle which may make ten or

more round trips through the belts during its operational life. Solar arrays are subject to

moderate to severe degradation as a result of this radiation exposure. The transfer

vehicle solar an'ays should be lightly shielded for muimum power to weight ratio. There

is a shielding mass tradeoff, where too little shielding results in severe degradation and

too much penalizes performance excessively. The laser system enjoys a significant

advantage because (1) its exposure time is less; (2) the high power density permits more

shielding; (3) high light intensity raises the operating temperature to a value that is

expected to produce self-annealing in gallium arsenide, a likely sell candidate. The

annealing temperature for silicon is higher than for gallium arsenide and is in fast so

high that silicon ceils cannot be operated at a self-annealing temperature.

Figure 2.4 shows experimental data for the degradation of gallium arsenide solar

ceils as a function of total eieetron fluence. A fluence of 1015 is approximately

equivalent to a 60 day transfer from LEO to GEO with continuous thrust. The Boeing

test data show greater degradation than the Lewis Research Center data. It is wel/-

known that degradation of photovoltaics increases as performance tncreues. The Boeing

data are from a later time period than the Lewis data and it is surmised that higher-

performance sells were tested, explaining the greater degradation.

Self-annealing was assumed in the results presented here whenever the calculated

cell operating temperature was at or above the annealing temperature. All the

calculations presented are for gallium arsenide photovoltaies. Silicon appears to be a

poor choice for lasez'-powered electric propulsion because its performance decreues

more rapidly with temperature increase and it offers little expectation of self-annealing.

15
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Figure2.4. $olar Array Power Degradation Due to Radiation
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2.3.4 Duty Factor
The fraction of time that an eleetrlc orbit transfer vehicle in a low Earth orbit can

be illuminated by a single Irround station is less than 1%. With four to six ground stations

the initial duty factor is still less than 5%. Figure 2.S shows cumulative duty cycle for a

simple transfer using four fround stations with zenith angle 60 degrees. The cumulative

duty factor reaches only about 20% at the end of the missions. (This is the cumulative

average. The instantaneous duty factor approaches 100% at GEO altitude but the

cumulative average is weighted down by the long duration spent with low duty factor.) A

significant part of the present study, as described in Section 3, addressed this issue. By

using a greater zenith angle of 70 degrees, more ground sites (6 vs. 4), and a dual Isp

strate_, the cumulative average was roughly doubled. With these improvements, the

laser system yields attractive LEO-GEO trip times on the order of 30 days with good

payload performance. Further improvement is possible thr_)ugh use of relay mirrors.
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Figure 2.5. Cumulative Duty Factors, 4 Ground Stations and 60°Zenith Angle ACS049

2.4 INTEGRATION OF MODEI_

Prior to initiation of this technical directive, JPL had developed a spread-sheet

model of the cost and economics of alternative means of supply of electrical power to a

lunar base. This model was a relatively detailed simulation of a "lunar electric utility",

including the usual utility considerations of peak and average power, multiple sources

and uses of power, availability and outage, and investment and operating costs. The

Boeing models were similarly detailed simulations of transportation system operations,

as described below. Investigation of the model interrelationships revealed that the JPL

model considered transportation only as a portion of investment cost, based on cost per

unit mass transported, while the Boeing models considered the lunar base only in terms

of the mass to be transported. Because of this weak interface, it was more practical to

simply integrate results obtained from the models rather than linking or integrating the

spread sheets.

DSS/D615-10050/1317/344-2/8:28 A
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A useful integration could be performed in the future. If laser beam power were in

use both to supply a lunar base and to power orbit transfer systems, the Earth-based

laser beam utility system would be time-shared between the two applications. As

illustrated in figure 2.1, some of the ¢round°besed laser sites will be freely available for

transportation service, while for others, there may be a contention problem. An

lntq_'ated simulation which includes both applications, weather outage statistics, and

evaluates various methods of resolving contention, would be useful in determining (a)

integrated economic benefits, (b) the economic trade between more ground sites and

electric power storage at the lunar base, and (c) the most economic and reliable

alcortthms for rasolving contention. This needs to be a time-dependent simulation and

probably should not be implemented on a spread sheet, but instead as an extension of the

Boeintr beam power orbit transfer simulation implemented in C++.

2.S APPROACH; CONBTRUCTION OF MODRL8

The general structure of the model used for parametric analysis oF orbit-to-orbit

tZ_Lnsportation using laser beam power is Ulustrated in figure 2.6. The model builds up

performance belOnning at the electric thrustar, adds in spacecraft power system factors,

then estimates spacecraft mass, then estimates duty eyale and mission duration,

calculates laser performance, and finally builds up to proKram performance and cost

factors.

...-.I¢S_"iency • Array power OUty Cycle• Beam intensity eeMiSsion duration

• Thrust . Cell efficiency
• Array size

• Transmission • Flight rate • Development I I wj"

efficien_ • Fleet size • ACqUiSition LCC vs. Parameters
• Laser efficiency • Program life • Operat6on •

Figure 2.6. Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicle Parametric Analysis Model

The model was implemented on an Excel (TM) spread sheet operating on a Macintosh

(TM) computer. An extensive array of parameters are available for user choice;

parametric studies were performed by varying the user-choice parameters. Table 2.3

presents a listing of the model and the user inputs. Parameters alterable by the user for

parametric studies are outlined in the table. Not all of these were varied for the present

V
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/

studies; those that were are listed in Table 2.4. Expressions used for ea/eu/ations are

also shown in Table 2.3 in the usual spread-sheet notation. A general summary fol/ows:

The model sizes the laser systems by user selection of illumination intensity on the

photovoltaie array, then determining the laser sizing and performance needed to achieve

that intensity. The overall flow of the model is am follows: (1) User desilPlates lap,

efficiency, and mass flow rate. Model calculates thrust and thruster busbar power. (2)

User designates laser beam intensity (W/sq m). Model calculates array unit output based

on thermal balance and p/v temperature deip'adation. Model calculates array size based

on thruster power and unit output. (3) User designates mass estimatini_ factors such as

array mass per unit area, and mission factors such as payload and mission delta V. Model

calculates vehicle size and initial mass in Earth orbit. Model calculates thruster run

time, estimates duty factor based on number of ground stations and some contention

factors, calculates trip time and averep number of ground stations operating. (4) User

inputs laser parameters. Model calculates laser aperture and power. At this point the

model is ready to calculate prolp'ammatie and evaluation parameters.

2.6 Selection of Parameters and Ranipm of Values

A few of the more important refarenee parameter selections are as follows:

Wavelength, thruster selection and overall power level and system sizing, and refarenee

LEO transportation cost were described above. OaUium arsenide photovoltaies were

selected because of availability of a suitable atmosphere transmission window, high

performance and maturity of the photovoltaie teehnoloiff, and its ability to perform at

elevated temperatures. Payload of 5000 kg was selected as a baseline for parameter

studies, but a treffle model of twenty 2500 kg payloads per year was later selected for

proKrammaties analysis. The baseline trlp time was 114 days, but paremetrie studies

emphasized shorter trip times. Although these are not rigorously cost-optimal, payload

owners are expected to select trip times shorter than the rigorous optima because the

incremental cost is small and risk is reduced with shorter trips.

2.7 Results

Parametric results presented here are variations on parameters about an initially

optimized point. Each parameter is varied individually. The resulting perametries are

not optima/, since whenever a particular variable such as annual traffle is varied, other

variables could be readjusted to give an optimal cost. Thus what is presented here is a

sensitivity study, without each point being globally optimized. Also, there were certain

differences between the parametric results presented here and the simulation studies:

DSS/O61$.100S0/O 19/344-2/8:28 A
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Table 2.3. Parametric Model Equatiom

A

1

2 Specacroft

3 Thruster Performance

4 m_s)
S ExhaustVek_y(n_)
6 Efficiency

7 Mass flow rate (kg_)

8 Thrust(n)
9 Jet Power (W)

10 Thruster 11usherPower (W)

11

,, 07"115

•, 0.S'87"115"115

,119/116

12J SpecKref_ EPS
131 11usher& Power Proc. Efficiency 0.g5

14 Amly OUtl_Ut Power (W) (avg) .1110Ai13

1S Incident 8earn *ntensKy (W/m2) 12750

16 Cell Type Planer GaAs

17 Efficiency at 300K - 0.026" (20 + 2.5 "(LOG(1115/1400)))

18 Equilibrium Tamp (K) - 53"(1115"(1420) + 700)'0.25

19 Efficiency loss/l( 0.0013

20 Cell Efficiency (BOL) - i117-819"(1118-300)

21 ArrayOutput(Avg_:)U (3) 1
22 Array BOL Power (W) m11144121

23 Cell/Array Area Fill F_'tor 0.9

24 Fractmn of hem CJpturm:l 0.tie

25 Total Beam Power at SpectKraft (W) - 1114/(B20*821 *023*1124)

26 Array Power/Area (Wire a) - 1115"1120"B23

27 Area Area (m2) m022J1126

28 Array Diameter (m) -((827/3.14159)'0.5)'2

29

30 Masses

31 Array Areal Mass (kg/m2) (S) 4

32 Power Proc. Specific Mass (kg_N) 0.0005

33 Thruster Mass (kgNV) 0.0005

34 Structure &Other Factor 0.1

35 Tank Factor 0.2

36 MhlsJO_Delta V (•Is one way) 5600

37 Mass Ratio One Way . EXP(1136/S5)

38 (messes in kg)

39 Solar Array - 031 *B27

40 Power Processing .1132"1114

41 Thrusters • 1133"1110

42 Tanks - 035"(1145 + 1148)

43 Structure & Other - 1134*5UM(039:1142)

Dry Weight . SUM(S39:843)

45 Rel;urn Propellant . (837-1)'1144

,,,.,J
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Table2.3. Parametric Model Equatiom (Continued)

46

47

48

49

SO

51

52

53

54

5S

56

S7

58

59

6O

61

62

63

G4

65;

66j

67'

M

69

701

71 _

721

73

74i

75;

76;

77_

781

791

80!

81:

B21

831

841

8S,

86;

871
881

A B

Payload

Mass0 P_.lo_ lX_/very
Delivery Propellant

IMLEO

, Mbskm
Propellent Consumed (kg)

Engine Run Time (days)

Duty Cycle

> ,, 1 Spacecraf_ Above Men Elevation

> m 1 Cloud-Free Line-of-Sight

> ,, ILaser On-Line

Laser Target Contention

Ground Station Useful Duty Cycle

Mission Duration (days)

Flight Time

Average # ground ststions running

Laser

Max Range to Target (kin)

Target Angular size (red)

Wavelength (m)

Minimum Aperture (m)

Trentmis_on Efficienciet (4)

Laser Output Power (W)

Laser Efficiency

Laser input Power (W)

Pft_em

Annual Cargo (kg/yr)

Missions/Year

In-Trans_ Fleet Size

Refurb/Attach Payload Time (days)

Actual Fleet Size

Ground Stations

Program Years of Operation

Vehicle life (yrs)

Vehicle Production Run

Cam

Pv Array (M$/kg)

SpecKraft DDT&E (MS/kg)

Spacecraft Production excl. PV (MS/kg)

Laser Station @ zero power ($M)

Laser Station (S/W)

,, SUM(B44 : I_I6_

- (837-1)*'847

• 8411* N7

- 848 ÷ B4S

- (8S2_7)/86400

- 1-(0.815"877)

- 1-(0.1" ((MAX(S,B80))/S))

- 1-(0.1" ((MAX(S,BS0))_))

- MIN(1 ,S/980)

- 858"§57"8S6"855

• lS3*MAX((IT?/II_),I)

- 859"880

42OOO

- 028/(16O0" BGS)

0.00000085

- 167/(2"B66)

O.S

• 12S/BGg

0.1

,, B70_II71

100000

,07S/B46

- 07W(365.2S/861 )

14

- INT(!177"((878 ÷ 8151)/8151))÷ I

4

10

10

- 879"(881:182)

0.07

0.13

0.02

36O

2O
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Table 2.3. Parametric Model Equations (Continued)

A

91 Launch Cost (S_g)

92 0usber Power ($/IMJ)

93 Personnel Cost_tation/Year (MS)

94 0evelol)ment (MS)

95 rCNm_raft
Ce//Oeve/opmem

97 FELDeve/opn_nt

N Acquisition

99 SpecKroft Unit Cost

100 Fleet Cost

101 Laser Station Unit Cost

102 Ground StaUOelSTotal

103 Operations

104 Fleet Mass, Dry (kg)

105 Propellant (kg)

106 Payload Mass (kg)

107 Total ETa Mass

108 ETO Launch Cost (_).

10g Station Duty Cycle

110 Energy/Station/Year (M J)

111 Power Czwt/Station/Yeer (MS)

112 Pewit Cat Tota/

1131 ,4_ll_me_mClp Corer

1141 Penm/vwl_

115 Payload Transit Time Cost

116 Ufe Cydetest (SM)
117 ufe CydeC_t (S/kg)
118

119

120

121

122

123

124

12S

126

127

128

O

50OO

0.03/3.6

2

.887"944

0

0

. (B88*(944-839)) ÷ (83ge886)

.1183"899

,,,BSg + (BcJO*B70)/1000000

,,8101"880

.083*844

-, B52*876*881

•, 875"881

,, SUM(B104:8106)

. (8107"B91)/1000000

- 862/880

-, 872/1000000)*B 109"31556925

,, (El 10"892)/1000000

= 8111"880"881

,, O.OS*8102"881

,, 893"880"881

,, 0.0005"861 "888*8106

.895+896+897+8100+8102+8108+8112+8113+8114+811!

- 0116/(8106/1000000)

Notes:

(I) Ignores non-uniform illumination effects

, on cell efficiencies (2) Ignores temperature

changes in cells due 11oEarth's shadow and

passing in and out of beams (3) Cell

tampereture high enough for continuOuS

annealing in LP0 case, annealing after trip in

SO_lr case (4) Includes losses from AtmoN)herK

Transmission end beam director optical tram

(5) Includes concentrator it I kg/ma

(1) the p4rsmetrie studies used a 80 degree zenith angle; simulstions showed advantages

to TO detp'eee; (2) The parametric model was not set up to represent the dual Isp strategy

described below; and (3) the parametric model somewhat overestimated the cumulative

average duty factor, tending to compensate for not ineluding some of the performanee

enhaneements of the simulations.

055/0615-I0050/022/3_-_J8:28 A
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Table2.4. Laser_lectric Orbit Transfer Vehide Listof Sensitivity Analyses

Parameters InvestJgatad Purposes

• Mimon
- Traffic Level
- Peyload Size

• Vehhde
. Thruster Efficiency

Array Specific Mass
Tank Mass/ProI)ellant Mass

- Vehicle Life

• Transmission
- Transmission Efficiency
- CFLOS
- Beam Capture
- Beam Intensity

• Ground
- ETO Launch Cost
- Number of Ground Stations
- Laser Efficiency

• Iden_fy which i_rameters have
significant ,mp&ct on life cycle cost

• Provide information on value of
technology improvements

• Guide optimization of reference
concept

_LT.1 Pwyloed _e

The model was centered on 100,000 kg per year, 20 trips at 5000 kfr. The sensitivity

to reduced traffic is shown in figure 2.7. For the economies analyses performed by

NASA, 20 trips at 2500 kg were used.

25,000

20,000

Cost to
GEO 1$,000

(S_g)

10,000

S,O00

0 50,000 100,000

Payload Traffic (kg/yr to GEe)

1SO,O00

Figure 2.7. Life Cyc/e Cost vs. Payload Traffic ACSOSO

DSS/OG15-100S0/023/344-2J8:28 A
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2.7.2 Psyloed per
The system is insensitive to this parameter under the assumption used hem which is

that total payload delivered annually is constant. The sensitivity is shown in figure 2.8.

Life Cycle
Cos_
(SM)

25,000

20,000

15.000

10.000

5.000

0

r

4

......... _ ..... L........

...... p ............

5.000 ' 10,000

.... i ..... i

15,000

Payload/Flight (kg)

Figure 2.8. Life Cycle Cost vs. Payload Size A¢505 t

2.T.3 Ttmmtee Effleienay

The benefits of improving thruster efficiency above 50% are modest, as illustrated

in figure 2.9, but costs increase rapidly as efficiency drops below 50%. This means that

achieving the nominal 50% estimate is important. Experiments with continuous

p!asmadynamic thrusters have tended to indicate about 30% efficiency. Advocates of

the pulsed designs claim highar efficiency but there is not much experimental data.

Experimental demonstration of plasma thrusters should receive high priority.

2.7.4 Amy7 Specific Mare

As shown in figure 2.10, the system is not highly sensitive to this parameter because

the power per unit ares is so high.

t

5t.T.S Tank FaetoT

As shown in figure 2.11, the system tolerates relatively poor tank factors, but if

hydrogen is the propellant, it must be liquid or supereritical to achieve tank factors in

the range of interest.

DSS/D615-10050/![24/344-2/8:28 A
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F

I

Life Cycle
Cost
(IM)

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

....... ! " _ ,. -,.. ! . • _ . ..

-'-_ "_ ] :'" I i .... I "-"-_'1 .... ;-'" _ I "-_" ..... ""1 ..... i ,- . - , .-_. ...................

mmmmmmmm

! ....i _i_;-:: I......;;.::1 _;; i iii:-i-::_:!i ;: • .,:._..............................
.!.....---_._:, . ....i ....... i1__ i .i .'.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Thruster Efficiency

Figure 2.9. Life Cyc/e Cost vs.Thruster Eft/ciency. ACS052

Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

25,000

20.000

IS.000

10.000

5,000

! ....... . . .

I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Array Specific Mass (kg/mZ)

Figure 2.10. Life Cyc/e Cost vs.Array Specific Mass

,........
°

f I

8 9 10

_,C_DS3

DSS/D615-100S0/E25/'.J44-2/8:28 A
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Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

25.000

20,000

1S,O00

10.000 j mm _llm_amm
m m

S,O00

0.00

H

w

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.S0 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00

M(tank)/M(propellant)

Figure 2.11. Life Cycle Cost vs. Tank Factor
ACSO_

2.1.6 Vehicle Life

This study used a nominal value of S years. There is not mueh benefit to improving

this, but short lifetimes are costly, as shown in figure 2.12. In particular, a single-use

vehicle sppem only mmlinally eeonomie. Trades of laser eleetrte versus solar eleetrie

systems, not shown here, indieated solar electric systems to be much less economic than

Iuar eleet_e for a single-use system. While the 1uar system was moderately less costly

than a conventional chemical rocket system for single use, the solar system was more

2.T.T Luer to _ Tnmsmission Rffleien_

This parameter is often called Strehl ratio or faetot_ the system wes not sensitive

over the rsnge investigated, as shown in figure 2.13. A value of 0.4 to 0.S is expeetech

2.T.8 P_bebUity of Clomi-_1.ee Line of Sight

A nominal value of 90% for any one ground station was used in the parametric

analyses. Simulations described in Section 3 did not eonsider eloud obseuration of the

line of sight. It is clear that this is a sensitive parameter, as shown in figure 2.14.

Because of the high cost of a ground station, it is economically important to loeate

S_'ound stations in areas with high probability of cloud-free line of sight. Ground station

locations for the simulation studies were selected with this in mind.

26
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Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

25,000

20,000

15,000

lo_oo

5,000

S

Vehicle Life (years)

Figure 2. 12. Life Cyde Cost vs. Vehide Life

10

ACSOSS

Life Cycle
Cost
(IM)

2S.000

20.000

1S,O00

10.000

5,000

b..o...... ..... . .... i , .

=,, _ : i ............. i . ! : ....................

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8

laser to Sl_Ce Transmmion Efficiency

Figure 2.13. Life Cycle Cost vs. Transmission Efficiency

0.9

Acso56
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ufe cycle
Cost
(aM)

25,000

20,000

I s,000

10.0o0

. . i ..m_ ........... _ " • • _ , ; " ) .......

5,000
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.S0 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90

ProbabilityofCloud-FreeLine-of-Sight

Figure 2.14. Life Cycle Costvs. Cloud-Free Line-of-Sight

1.oo

A¢S057

2.?.9 Beam Interception

Power not Intercepted by the array is lost, but the system sensitivity to this

parameter is low, u shown in figure 2.15. This is apparently because the cost of

additional power is small compared to the cost of ground station installations and the

EOTV spacecraft.

2.?.10 Beams Intensity

The nominal beam intensity was about 10 suns, i.e. 13,500 W/m2. As shown in

figure 2.16, the system is insensitive to this parameter unttl the beam intensity drops

below that needed to operate the pllium auraenide solar array above its radiation damoge

8nnealing temperature. The parametric 8naLLysisincluded degradation of array output if

beam intensity was below this value. This result indicates the importance of self-

annealinlr of radiation damage. While annealing of radiation damage in p_ium onenide

ceLLs has been demonstrated, and the 8mtealing temperature is reasonably weLL known,

]ai_rator_ demonstration of self-nnne*ling operation of a pltium aursenide array under

radiation fiuenee with high light intensity should be accomplished.

2.T.11 ETO Launch Coat

As dlseussed earlier in this report, the high cost of ETO launch is a primary reason

for the cost benefit of laser-powered electric orbit transfer. A refarenee ETO cost of

$2270/Ib ($S000/kg) was used for the parametric analysis. This is in the "hoped for"
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°+

.o

i

UfeCyde
Cost
($M)

ZS,000

20,000

15,000

i •

• . | .... l ..... *.+ _ ,_.. ..... I......... ++ _ ..

• ]..........T 5 " "

IO,OO0
: ....... T !

....... - , ; .... -

$.000

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Fraction of Beam Intercepted by Array

0.9

Figure 2.15. Life Cycle Cost vs. Beam Interception ACSOS8

Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

2S,000

20.000

1S,O00

10,000

5,000

0

• ;+ ,H

• . •

$,000 10,000 1$,000 20,000 2S,000 30,000

Beam Intens,ty (VVlma)

Figure 2.16. Life Cyc/e Cost v_ Beam Intensity

35,000
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40,000

ACSOS9
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range for future launch systems. Today's ETO launch systems operate at $4000 to

$5000/lb. The integrated eeonomie analyses performed by MSFC and supported by this

study used $5000/lb as a basis for economic comperisons.

As launch enst eomas down, the relative contribution of laser Ip'ound stations to the

life cycle cost of transportation increases. The total ETO delivery mass for conventional

cryogenic propulsion orbit transfer is about 3 times that for laser electric propulsion. If

ETO delivery mass becomes inexpensive enougi% the eost advantage of laser electric

propulsion may disappear, depending on the relative cost of space operations for electric

versus eryopnie vehicles. This sansitivfty eu_e in flgu_ f.17 shows the oost advantage

disappearing at ETO costs between $I000 and $2000 per kg. Where operations costs may

be a large contributor, eantion is warranted in interpreting results of this analysis since

operations costs were not well modeled.

Life Cycle
Cost
(aM)

25.000

20,000

1$,000

10,000

S,O00

0

I

0 2,000 4.000 6.000 S,000 I0,000

ETO Launch Cost (f.kg)

Figure 2.17. Life Cyr.JeCost vs.Earth to Orbit Launch Cost ACS_O

2.7.12 Number of Ground Stations

The number of lrround stations is shown in figure 2.18 as optimum for the baseline

number. This result is probably an artifaet of optimizing the system for that number of

ground stations. The question of the best number of g?ound stations is eompUeated by

the potential use of relay mirrot_, alternate uses of the laser power such as power for a

lunar base, and with cloud-free line-of-sight statistics.
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Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

25.000

20.000

15,000

10,000

5,000

o

L- .....

k

0 5 10 15

Num her of Ground Stations

Figure 2. 18. Life Cycle Cost vs.Number of Ground Stations ACS061

2.7.13 _ L'_leleney

As shown in ftsure 2.19, the system is insensitive to this parameter until the laser

efficiency falls to very low values, because the cost of electric power is not a major

contributor to system life cycle cost if laser efficiency is 5% or better.

Life Cycle
Cost
(SM)

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0.00

L_

0.10 0.20

...

0.30 0.40 0.50 0.G0 0.70

Laser Efficiency

Figure 2. I9. Life CycleCost vs. LaserEfficiency

0,80 0.90 1.00

Ac5o62
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2.7.14 I,um' - 8olm" EOTV Compm.ismm

Flilu'es 2.20 and 2.21 compare luer and solar EOTVs as a funetion of trip time and

Isp. Tables 2.5 and 2.6 are spread-sheet outputs for some of these eases. The laser

system can accommodate much shorter trip times without severe cost penalty. The dual

lap strategy desoribed below enables trip times u short as 30 days at reasonable cost.

The Ior_ trip times necessary for eeonomleal solar eleetrle EOTV operation are seen as a

major advantqe for laser electric operation.

The laser system optimizes at somewhat higher Isp, but neither system is

particularly sensitive to Isp.

life Cy¢le
Cost
(SM)

25,000

20,000

lS,OOO

lO.OOO

5,000

i.......... i

0 100 200 300 400

Mission Duration (days round-trip)

S00 6O0

Acsos3

Figure 2.20. Life Cycle Costvs. Trip Time for Laser and Solar Electric Orbit Transfer Vehicles

i_
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5,000

2,000 2,500 3.000 3,500 4,000 4,5OO
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Figure 2.21. Life Cycle Cost vs.Specific Impulse for Laserand Solar Electric Orbit Transfer Vehides
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SmwJth_,s_ Lif, Cy¢l,Co,t
To:

Specific Impulse (s4K)

1. Solar Electric, other
parameters constant at
optimum values for 2400s

2. Laser Electric, ditto for 26005

Trip Time (days)

1. Solar Electric Trip Time:

LCC

2. Laser Trip Time

LCC

Laser Sensitivities

Thructer efficiency

LCC

ham Intensity W/m 2

LCC

Array Mass (kg/m,')

LCC

Tank factor
(t_lnk mass/propellant mass)

LCC

Ooud-Free Urm-of-Sight
rH'obel_l_y

LCC

Transmission Efficiency
(laser to space)

LCC

Fraction of Beam Captured in
Space

LCC

Laser Efficiency

LCC

Payload Mear (kg)

$_g

Number of ground stations

LCC

Vehicle Life (yrs)

LCC

Lunch Cost

LCC

Table 2.5. Tabulated Sensitivity Data

1,200 1,600 2,000 2,400 2,800 3,200 3,600 4,000 4,400 4,800 5,200

20,220 15,134 13,626 13,085 13,197 13,789 14,S98 1S,644 16,887 18,315 20,455

12,155 11.237 11,032 I%029 11,222 11,404 11,751 12,165

603.76 463.14 384.38 314.83 272.73 244.45 204.47 165.3S 143.26

lS,448 14.207 13,541 13,255 13,097 13.260 13,575 lS,075 17,451

218.81 121.79 91.90 76.40 66.77 60.17 51.89 46.45 41.50

11,830 11,032 10,993 11,132 11,40S 11,709 12,217 12,876 13,893

0.3 0.37 0.44 0.S 1 0.S8 0.85 0.72 0.79

13,530 12,142 11,416 10,917 10,607 10,370 10,137 9,989

7,700 7,800 8,000 9,000 11,000 13,000 15,000 20,000

15,083 14,821 14,821 11,147 11,0S8 10,969 10,988 11,177

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9,874 10,120 10,373 10,887, 10,9t59 11,339 1%748 12.200

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

10,616 10,726 10,843 10,989 11,173 11,324 11,562 11,748

0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.91

12,608 12,109 11,801 11,559 11,35"8 11,180 11,088 10,944

0.3 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.5 0.54 0.$8

11,479 11,329 11,211 11,115 11,036 10,969 10,913 10,864

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85

11,505 11,387 11,288 11,205 11,133 11,071 11,017 10,969

0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.15

11,573 11,358 11,228 11,142 11,034 10,969 10,926 10,883

20.000 30,000 40,000 50.000 60,000 70,000 8S.000 100,000

20,699 16,544 14,325 13,140 12,370 11,748 11,285 10,969

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12,781 10,969 11,066 11,573 12,123 12,692 13,208 13,795

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

24,201 17,359 15,033 12,775 12,023 11,647 11,421 11,270

500 750 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000

5.032 5,362 5,691 6,351 7,011 8,330 9,650 10,969

132.06 125.33

19,643 22,328

38.81 32.38 I

15,338 18,zoaI
0.86 0.93 1

9,867 9,764 9,677

25,000 30.000 35,000

11,578 12,402 14,134

8 9 10

12,705 13,276 13,945

0.45 0.50 0.55

12,034 12,274 12,838

0.94 0.97 1.0(

70,876 10,817 10,70(

0.62 0.66 0.7

10,821 10,784 10,751

0.9 0.95 1

10,927 10,889 10,855

0.18 0.21 0.24

10,854 10,834 10,818

11S,000 12S,000 135,000

10.973 11.183 11,992

11 12 13

14,386 14,978 15,573

10 10 10

11,163 11,082 10,989

6,000 7,SO0 10,000

12,289 14,268 17,567

V
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k

Tab/e 2.6. Selected Comparison Points, Laser.Electric, Solar-Electric, and Cryogenic Orbit
Transfer Vehicles

Sfmcecr_t

Thruster Performance

Isis)
Exhaust Velocity (m/s)

Efficiency

Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

Thrust (N)

Jet Power {W)

Thruster 8usbar Power (W)

Luey vL 5oMr vs. Cryo Trip Time &

Case 1 Caw 2 Case 3 Case 4

Laser Solar Cryo Ion Thruster

I 3'3°°1 2'_1 q°l s'2°°I
32,362 23,$36 4,707 50,995

O.SJ a.sJ lJ 0.698677141J0.00042 0.000132 10 0.00032S

13.59 3.11 47,071.92 16.57

219,932 36,560 110,788,283 422,573

439,864 73,120 604,818

Spacecraft EPS

Busbar & Power Prec. Efficiency [

Array Output Power (W) (avg)

Incident Beam Intensity (W/m z)

Cell Type

Efficiency at 300K3

Equilibrium Temp (K)

Efficiency Ioss/K J

Cell Efficiency 180L)

Array Output (Avg/0Ok) (3) J

Array geL Power (W)

Call/Array Area Fill Factor J

IFrBCtion of Oeam Captured

TOtal Beam Power at Spacecraft (W)

Array Power/Area {W/m_)

Area Area (m2)

Array Diameter (m)

°'"1 ' °"1 I °"1
463A15 78,_N88 $36A51

I ] --oIPlanar GaAs Planar GoAs
0.582 0.194 0.584

527 431 539

°'°°'31 °'°°°sI I °'°°131
0.28, 0.,2, 0.2,,
'HI °"31 I 1.HI

463,015 162,7" 636,651

o.I o,o! o,oI0.85 1 0.85

2,108,947 0 3,036,957

3,293 486 3,391

144.60 334.95 187.74

13.38 20.65 15.46

Messes

Array Areal Mass (kg/ma) (5)

Power Prec. Specific Mass (kgiW)

Thruster Mass (kg/W)

Structure &Other Factor

Tank Factor

Mimon Delta V (m/s one way)

Mass Ratio One Way

{masses in kg)

So_arArray

Power Processing

Thrusters

Tanks

Structure & Other

_y we_ht
Return _oellant

Payload

4 4.2 4

0.0005 0.0005 0

0.0005 0.0005 0.0049738U,

0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

0.20 0.20 0.05 0.20

5.600 5,600 4,328 5,600

1.1889 1.2686 2.5080 1.1161

562 1,407 0 751

232 38 0 0

220 37 941 3,008

309 544 g18 534

132 202 186 429

1,455 2_224 2,045 4,722

275 597 3,084 548

_'°°°I _'_ I s,oooI '3'°°°I

DSS/OG15-10050/1:35/344-2/8:28 A
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Table 2.6. Selected Comparison FOints, Laser-Electri_ Solar-Electric, and Cryogenic Orbit
Transfer Vehicles (Continued)

Mass O Peyfoed Degvery 6,750 7,82 t tO. I30 18,270

Delivery Propellent 1.271 2.101 15,275 2,121

.WLEO 8A_1 9,922 25,405 20_191

MbsMa

Propellant Consumed (kg)

Engine Run Time (days)

outyc_e
• - 1 Spacecraft Above Man Elevation

• - 1 Cloud-Free Line-of-Sight

• - 1 Laser On-line

Laser target contention

Ground Station Useful Duty Cycle

Miuion Duration (days)

Flight Time

Average # ground stations running

LAser

MIx Range to Target (kin)

Target Angular size (rod)

Wavelength (m)

Minimum Aperture (m)

Transmission Efficiencios (4)

Laser Output Power (W)

Laser Efficiency

Laser input Power (W)

_m

Annual Cargo (kg/yr)

Missions/Year

In-Transit Fleet Size

Refurb/Attach Payload Time (days)

Actual Fleet Size

Ground Stations

Program Years of Operation

Vehicle Life (yrs)

Vehicle Production Run

m

Calls

PV Array (M_kg)

Spacecraft DOT&E (MS/kg)

SpececraftProduction excl. PV (IVlS/kg)

Laser Station Q zero power (SM)

Laser Station (S_V)

Launch Cost (SA:g)

gusbar Power (S/M J)

1,546 2,698 18,'160 2,669

42.62 236.59 0.02 95.04

0.72 I

0.90 I

0.90

1.00

0.583

113.71

2.33

0.G2

0.90

0.90

1.00

295.73 05,3

42.oool
3.188E-07

8.50E-07 J
1.33

0.5 J

4,217,893

o.1oI

0.SO0

223.24

2.00

4.22E +07

I 100' 1 100' 1 '00" 1

I 42,000 I
3.1NE-07

I °"e'°71
1.15

I °-sl
6,073,914

I OlOl
6.07E + 07

100,000 J
20.00 20.00 20.00 7.69

6.23 16.19 0.03 4.70

14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00

7.00 17.00 1.00 S.O0

4 0

10 10

10 10

10

0.50

10

10

7 17 20 5

0.070

0.130

0.020

3O0

20

5,000

0.0083

0.070

0.130

0.020

0

0

0.070

0.130

0.020

0

0

0.070

0.130

0.O20

3OO

2O

5,000 5.000 5.000

0.0083 0.0083 0.0083
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Table 2.6. Selected Compar/son Points, Laser-Electric, Solar.Electric, and Cryogenic Orbit
Transfer Vehicles (Continued)

Personnel Cost/Station/Year (MS)

Development (MS)

rCxK_crefr
ce#oe_m
FELDeve/o_mem

Acquisition

SpacKraft Unit Cost

F/eet Cost

laser Station Unit Cost

Ground StetYonl Total

Operations

Fleet Mass, Dry (k9)

Propellent (kg)

Payload Mess (kg)

Total ETO Mass

fro Launch Cost (S_9

Station Duty Cycle

EnergyIStatton/Year (M J)'

Power Cost/Station/Year (MS)

Power Cost Tot_

Ma/nten_lce Cost

Permm_ Cast

Payload Transit Time Cost

Ufe CydeCost(SM)
u_ cy_ cost(s_g)

J 2 o oJ 2J

189 289 266 614

oI oI o! oI0 0 0 0

57 11S 41 132

401 1,952 818 660

384 0 0 421

1,537 0 0 1,686

10,188 37,802 40,908 23,611

309,287 539,648 3,671,976 20S,293

1,000,000 1,000,000 1,0QO,O00 1.000,000

1,319,475 1,577,450 4,712,884 1,228,905

6,597 7,887 23,564 6,145

0.583 0.000 0.000 0.500

7.76E +08 0.00E ÷00 0.0OE +00 9.SgE +08

6 0 0 8

259 0 0 320

769 0 0 843

80 0 0 60

1,137 2,957 5 2,232

10,969 13,085 24,654 12,$79

10,969 13,085 24,6S4 12,579

N01_I:

(1) Ignores non-uniform illumination effects on cell efficmncies

(2) Ignores temperlture changes in cellsdue to Earth's shadOW and passing in and out of beams

(3) Cell tamperlture high enough for continuous anneelin 9 in LPBcase, annealin 9 after trip in
(4) Includes lossesfrom Atmospheric Trlnsmmion and beam director optical train

(S) Indudes concentrator at 1 kg/m a

DSS_O615-10050JF37FJ44-2YS: 28 A
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3.0 FLIGRY 8_ITLATION8 OF LASER-ELECT2/C TRANSFER VEHICLES

3.1 81MULATION APPRO&CH

The general approach was to simulate the motion of a space vehicle in orbit around

the Earth, compute its visibility from selectad pound site locations to determine when

laser power can be transmitted to the speee vehicle, and to simulate powered operation

of the vehicle by integration of the motion as affected by electric thrust during those

periods when line-of-sight visibility permits power transfer to occur. The simulation

includes ground tt_ek, pietorial, and parameter trend graphies. These greatly aided

engineering understanding of the vehicle/system operation and were central to the

insights gained by performing the simulations.

3.2 8DIULATION MODEL DNVRLOPMNNT

The simulation model was developed on Boelnff IR&D. The model was derived from

a satellite overflight visibility pemfletion code by translation into C++ and addition of

orbit raising algorithms and graphics. The overflight code contained the orbital motion

and ground station line-of-sight algorithms needed to calculate unpowered orbital motion

and ground tracks and line-of-sight vectors (direction, elevation angle, distance).

Multiple ground sites could be entered. The code had been used sueeessfully to predict

visible overflights, so the algorithms were known to be valid. The orbital motion

routines used orbital elements rather than.Cartesian coordinates. A set of analytical

algorithms was avaUable for integrating ehangos in orbital elements resulting from

thrust. These had been used in an eerller electric propulsion orbit raising code no longer

in existence. The only remaining item was a thrusting direction law for executing

simultaneous plane ehango and altitude change in an optimal manner. This also existed

from another earlier investigation and was incorporated. Code checkout was mainly

accomplished by watching the run-time graphics, noting anomalies in the motion or

power transfer depictions, and using a debugger to track down the problems. Also, some

special eases of duty factors were compared with analytieal results, and delta V to

geosynchronous orbit from the simulation was compared to the known optimal value for

the same altitude and plane ehange. The eode runs on a DOS-type desktop machine. A

LEO-to-GEO simulation, including graphies, requires about 10 minutes on a 25 MHz 386

with math eoproeassor.

3.3 mMUI, ATION RESULT8

A typical raw result from simulation is shown in figures 3.1 to 3.7. The simulation

code writes plot files compatible with the Macintosh (TM) program "Cricket Graph"

V
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(TM), which wasusedto producethesegraphs. The great proportion of time spent at low

altitude is evident. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show photographs of the on-screen graphies

during a typical run.

4O

3O

Mean 20
Altitude

10

Mean Altitude

20 40 6O 8O

Time. Days

Figure 3. I. Typical Simulation Results - Mean Altitude vs. Time

. Zenith Angle 60"

• Oual ISl) 800/2000

• Switch at 2000kin

• 10t initial Mass

• 250kW)et power

ACS06S

3.3.1 Site Loe_tions and Number

Site locations were selected by NASA on the basis of known low cloud cover

climate. Sites included China Lake (in California), Maul, Johnson Island, Bangalore,

Alice Springs (Australia), and Morocco. Simulations were run with four and six ground

sites. Some of these sites are at about 29 degrees north latitude. While one could obtain

a starting orbit at inclination as low as 28.5 degrees launching from KSC, the northerly

location of some of the sites resulted in a reduced duty factor at this initial inclination.

Low-thrust orbit transfers expend most of the delta V at lower altitude. Also, the

duty factor for line-of-sight power transfer is least at low altitude for geometric

reasons. Therefore it is important to not exacerbate the geometry problem at low

altitude. Therefore, an initial inclination of 32 degrees was selected. Also, plane change

0SS/O615-10050/G39f344-2/2:39 P
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Isp,Sec

25OO

2OOO

1500

IOO0

SO0

Isp

I | |

20 40 SO

Time, Oeyl

Figure 3.2. Typical Simulation Results- Isp vs. Time

80

Acsol_

wss not initiated untU reaching 3000 km altltude, because otherwise ineUnation

decreased rapidly enough to compromise duty factor, and delta V was spent changing

Inclination that would otherwise be spent misinlr altitude and improving duty factor.

These choices were not rigorously optimized. They were made by watching the run-time

gL'aphins and selecting reasonable values that appeared not to eompromlse duty factor.

The delta V penalties accepted are quite modest in view of the high speeifle impulse of

electric propulsion.

3.S.S Plsne _nange

The optimal thrust steering law results in an almost linear decrease in Inellnation

with altitude, as U/ustrated in figure 3.4 taken from one of the simulations. The actual

law used is a simple power law combined with optimal yaw steering around the orbit. It

was devised by comparison with a steering law derived by calculus of variations (COV)

and seleetinK power law parameters for best fit; the delta V difference between the

power law and COV is about 0.1%. The power law is given in the figure.

"...4
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0.3

E¢centr_ctt'g

O.2

Eccenmc_y

0.1

0.0

0 20 40 60

Time, Days

Figure 3.3. TypicalSimulation Resutts - Eccentricity vs. Time

8O

Acs_

3.3.3 Dual Lip A_._m

The thrust produced by an electric propulsion system is inversely proportions/to the

jet velocity if power and efficiency are constant. Since the lasar-powered orbit transfer

system spends much of its transfer time at low altitudes where the power duty factor is

low, it was loftoal to tnvestipte using a lower lap at low altitude and switch at some

point in the transfer. Use of a resistojet thrust system was chosen for the low Isp

portion with an eleetrodeless plasma thruster for the high lap portion. This was in part

motivated by the fact that a resistojet should deliver high efficiency, about 80%, in

conversion of electrical power to jet power, thus producing more thrust per unit power

than an option with less efficiency.

The lsp delivered by the plasma thruster and the switch altitude were varied

parametrically. The result is that for a particular plasma thruster Isp, a net mass

fraction (Mf/Mo) is achieved when the entire transfer is performed at its _ and as

more and more of the transfer is done at the lower isp, the mass fraction (mass left at

the end of the simulation) decreases, but the trip time does also. A different plasma

thruster Isp yields a different mass fraction and trip time for starting point (all thrust at

41
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40

30

AItotucle 20

I0

Altitude vs. Inclinatmn

Steering law - yaw ingle = El = tan "1(_llO-Scos(Q ÷(0))
G is adjustable constant
• 8 sernamejorex_

+ 6) is ingle from line of nodes

0 10 20 30 40

Ifldifll_ofl

Figure 3.4. Typical Simulation Results- Inclination v_ Mean Radius

the hiih isp), and a different curve of trip time venus mass fraction. The overall Nmult

is that for any trip time, there wUl be an optima[ value for plasma isp and swlteh

altitude that yields a better mass fraction than the best achievable at that trip time by

varying plesma thruster isp without a low-L_ period. This is iUustrated In figure 3.10,

which also shows effects described in the next seetlon.

This could be eanded further: variation In the low I_ value wu not Investigated; It

also is reuonably apparent that the true optimum stmtery would have isp eontlnuously

variable; for short trips it may be that the best low-lap stratqw would include a

chemical rocket thrusting period which could be continuous. The dual Isp investigation

showed that dual isp is signlfleantly better than a fixed isp, espeeiaUy where reducing

trip time is concerned.

3.3.4 Integrated Pm, tormanee Tmdooffs

Figure 3.10 also shows the results of tradeoffs on dual isp, number of ground sites

(four or six) and maximum zenith anlrle for laser power transmission (60 or 70 detrrees).

The improvements due to the dualIsp strategy were described above. The effect of

number of Irround sites is about as expected. Most of the Improvement comes from

DSS,1)615.10050/G42/34_-212: 39 P
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10
Mass

Mass, t.

0 20 40 60 80

Inclination

Figure 3.5. Typical Simulation Results - Mass vs. Time

increased total duty factor at low altitudes_ At high altitudes the coverage circles for

the ground sites overlap even with four, and adding more does not increase coverage very

much. The low altitude effect is dominant insofar as trip time is concerned, and the trip

time with six sites is rougldy 113 less. The effect of increased zenith angle is striking

considering that the increase was only ten degrees. The simulation as presently coded

does not include StreM degradation with zenith angle and therefore slightly

overestimates the performance improvement avaUable with higher zenith angle. The

Improvement shown indicates that use of the higher zenith angle should be implemented

even with significant 5treltl losses.

3.3.$ Relay Mirrors

The low duty faetor for laser power to low Earth orbit vehieles or systems may be

improved through use of relay mirrors. Relay mirror analysis was not required by the

present statement of work. Relay mirror capability was added to the simulation code as

an IR&D task, anticipating a possible need for the analysis eapabUity in the future.

Checkout of the simulation provided some initial results, reported here.

OSS/O615-10050/G43r.J44,,2J2: 39 P
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60,000
Apoapsis & Periapsis

50,000

40,000

Apolpm & 3O.OOO
Per_psis

20,000

10,000

0

0 20 40 60 80

Time. Days

Figure 3.6. Typical Simulation Results - Apoapsis and Periapsis vs. Time ACSO?O

The relay miter concept was a part of the SDIO scenarios for use of ffround-besad

lasers against space targets in low Earth orbits, and some technoloffy work was done. As

illustrated In flgtwe 3.11, a typical relay mirror operates in an orbit at several thousand

kilometers altitude and reflects the laser beam from the lffound back towards a receiver

in low Earth orbit. The relay mirror may be an optical flat, or may have the eapabUity

to foetus or defoeus the beam slightly. To keep the relay mtwor small, it is conceived

that the laser beam expander on Em, th will focus the beam to about 4 m diameter at the

relay mirror, and if the beam at the ta_et needs to be larger than simple geometry

dictates, the relay mirror will daspread the beam. The required distortions of the relay

mirror surface from flatness are only a few microns. The relay mirror is not involved in

the adaptive optics process for correction of atmospheric turbulence.

Pointinir and tracking is made more complex by use of relay mirTors. Assuminf a

relay minor altitude of 10,000 km, its orbital velocity is about 5 km/sec. The Ught time

of fliffltt from the ground is about 0.03 seconds, so the beam director must lead the relay

mirror by about 150 m. The relay mirror must be attitude controlled to exactly split the

line of sight angles to the ground station and to a point ahead of the receiver travel by

about 200 meters (Shell's law). The required attitude accuracy is about 0.01 second of

are.

,,.,j
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0.4

Duty Cycle

0.3

0.1

0

0 20 40 60 80

Time, Days

Figure 3.7. Typical Simulation Results- Cumulative Duty Facton vs. Time A¢S070

Simulation ApprNeh. The approach is a straightforward extension of the direct

laser beaming approach. Instead of generating an orbit path for a single electric orbit

transfer vehicle, the simulation generates paths for a chosen number of relay mirrors

plus the orbit transfer vehicle. The relay mirrors are assumed to be unpowered insofar

as thrust. The simulation tests each of the relay mirrors for visibility from the set of

ground sites. If a line-of-sight connect is found, the simulation then tests for

line-of-sight connect from the relay mirror to the orbit transfer vehicle. If a connect is

found, the beam is "turned on" and the search stops. Otherwise, the search continues

until 811 irround site, relay mirror and vehtele combinations have been tested. If no

connect is found, the beam Is "turned eli m. When the beam is "on", the thrusting

algorithm is applied to the transfer vehicle. The simulation graphs the positions of the

mirrors end vehicle in 8 selected one of several displays and draws in the beam when it is

on, as shown in figure 3.12 and 3.13. It is possible to restrict the "beam on" condition to

occur only when the beam returned from the relay mirror wiU not strike the Earth. This

permits a comparison of this operating mode with an unrestricted mode. The restricted

mode may be required to prevent reflection of highly ooUlmated laser beams to Earth

where the beam might cause eye damage to anyone who stared into it.

OSS/D615-10050/(345/344-2/2 ::39P
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Figure 3.8. Computer Screen Photo of Simulation Graphics

At some orbit transfer vehlele altitude the duty cycle will be better in dlreet mode

than in relay mirror mode. The simulation enables the user to specify a switehover

altltnde for switching from relay mirror mode to direct mode to test this.

lh_llmlnaey lemdtL Two checkout eases were rum (1) relay-to-direct switehover

altitude for a relay mirror altitude of SO00 km with 3 relay mirrors at 4000 km altitude

and 6 ground sites, and (2) duty cycle for laser power to Spare Station Freedom orbit as a

function of relay mirror altitude. Both esses used restricted "beam on" such that the

laser beam was not returned to Earth. Results are shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15. The

relay mirror ease improved orbit transfer trip time by about 10% over the non-relay-

mirror ease (i.e. the switehover altitude is S00 kin, that is, immediate). This is

silrnlfleant in that a 100% duty factor would reduce the trip time by less than half. The

Spare Station Freedom ease Ulustrates that the best relay mirror altitude is above

10,000 kin. These results Indicate the eapabUlty of the simulation to explore the effects

of the many variables involved in relay mirrors operating in conjunction with laser

beaming.
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,
0.90

Figure 3.9. Computer Screen Photo of Simulation Status

First Isp 800 _ 80% e fficienoL

i High lip per legend Q 50% efficiencySIX) kWe onboard electric power
• lOt. initial mass

0.80

Mass Ra_o
In_el/l:inel

0.70

0.60

• 60ezenith/Isp. 2000

• 60"zenith/Isp ,. 3000

II 60"zenRh/Isl),, 2000

• 60'zenitNlsp - 3000

]160"zenith/Isp - 4000

zenittV1_o - 2000 6 sites

zemth/Isp - 3000 Gsites

2O 30 4O 50 60 70 80 9O

Trip Time (days)

Figure 3.10. Effects of Isp, Zenith Angle, and Number of Ground Stations ACS072
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lleam centering
on relay mirror:
order of O.Sm Relay mirror

• . _- aperture --am.;
mHay mirror _.**_u spot size on

po,n_ti.ng _ "_ relay mirror 24m.
Relay precmon II Ix •+-Relay Orbit

Mi

Relaymirror I IX \ \
couldbeua.KI I IX \ •
zospre_ I I '_ \ orderof
l_lrgetllPOt I _ '_ \lO,O00km

_,_. I t\ \ \

+ +2
SSF

Beam centering pointing precision
on target: -0.01 arc sac

order of 1 m.;
spot size 8-1Sm.

Beam director uses fine steering mirror and beacon from relay mirror to achieve pointing precmon. The relay mirror
must use signals from the beam dire'tot and the target.

Figure 3.11. Relay Mirror Diagram ,csoTs

Figure 3.12. Computer Screen Photo of Relay Mirror Simulation - Map Display

This mapdisplay shows two relay, mirror ground tracks and the EOTV .ground track (long arm). The
small circles show the location at ground stations and their range re direct transmission to the EOTV.
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Figure 3.13. Computer Screen Photo of Relay Mirror Simulation - Pictorial Display

This pictorial display shows IX)_.er transmission links from two ground stations via relay mirrors at
higher altitude. The "twist ot the orbit paths occurs because this isa rotating coordinate system
display.
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Transfer
Time
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5O
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Hindover AIt_udt, kin.

Figure 3. 14. Trip Time Effects of Switchover Altitude

4OO0

ACS074
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Effect on SSFAvailable Power

1

0
0 1

ham Power Duty Factor
(duringoccultedperiods)

Duty FactorAveraged
Over 4 Days

Ini_ll SimulatorResults

0.3 • 3 relay mirrors I
• 4 ground sites,70°zenith angle J
.4S" inclination I
• Relaymirror1 equally spiced in RAANI
• SSF1 28.5. 410 km lit. I

0.2 "_

0.1 I
10,000 I 5,0o0

RelayMirror Semimljor Axis.kin.

Ilmues/QuestionsAddrlmabie by SimulatiOn

• HOWdoesilluminationduty factor varywith .. • Are there "special" Synchronizedorbitsthat make
Number of relay mirrors?Altitude? Inclination? illumination availalde duringpart of every .
RAANspicing?Number& location of ground sites? shadow.period?What isinvolved inthe control

thereof?
• What isthe sho_..t_ time historyfor illumination

dutyflctor? How doesit vary? Howdoes'source , WhatisthesDotsizetim_historyand how does"d:vary?
direction vary? What isthe effact of alternative spotsizecontrol

schomes?

Figure 3.15. Duty Factor vL Re/ay Mirror Altitude for Space Station Freedom
Laser Power Augmentation ACSO_J
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4.0 CONCLU_ON8 FROM TH_ STUDY

Lasee-powared electric orbit transfer has major potential cost and economic

advantages for LEO to GEO and LEO to lunar orbit missions. These advantages derive

from the high specific impulse that can be used, eliminating most of the propellant that

otherwise must be transported to low Earth orbit at high cost, and from the high power

density achievable with the power collection and conversion system on the orbit transfer

vehicle, yielding unprecedentedly high specific power estimates, and as a result

performance, for the electric propulsion system.

The critical teelmologtes needed to make such a system work have been

demonstrated on a modest scale by the SDI technology program. The most important

demonstration to be achieved is high power continuous operation of a free-electron laser.

Boeing is presently under contract to the U.S. Army to achieve such a demonstration.

The most significant cost driver teetmology is _aperture adaptive optics. Important

technical issues needing resolution are marrying the laser pulse format to the receiver

photovoltale system and selecting, based on experiments yet to be accomplished, the

best electric thruster technology.

Estimated cost advantages for this technology tend to be insensitive to system

parameters. The most sensitive parameters are the electric-to-jet power conversion

efficiency of the thrusters, specific power of the thrusters, and trip time.

The general range of system parameters found to yield good cost performance is as

follows:

Laser wavelensth

Beam expander aperture

Laser power

Number of ground sites

Electric specific impulse

P/V array size

Array output

Zenith angle

Transfer time (up)

Number of vehicle reuses

Payload to GEO orbit

0.85 micron

10 meters

1 to 5 megawatts

4to8

2000 to 3000 seconds, with the early part

of the transfer accomplished using

resistojets at about 000 seconds

10 to 15 meters diameter

200 to 500 kWe

80 - 70 degrees

20 to 50 days

3 to 10

2500 to 5000 ks'

51
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Lunar cargo missions were briefly examined. Somewhat higher laser power and

vehicle size were preferred. Payloads to lunar vicinity were on the order of 50 metric

tons; trip times were longer than for OEO orbit missions. Lunar missions can be flown

(a) with the electric vehicle spiraling into a low lunar orbit, with chemical propulsion for

lunar dmment, or (b) merely to the lunar vicinity with It gravity-misted return to trans-

Earth txqmsfer orbit, and with chemical propulsion for lunar descent from the approach

condition as for the high-thrust direct lunar mode. Very little lunar mission analysis was

done; detailed profile analysis and trades remain to be aeeompilsbed.

The low duty fantor attainable for ground-based laser sites illuminating vehicles in

low Earth orbit is a very important issue for laser-powered electric propulsion.

Rudimentary calculations show that energy storage on the vehicle is not a useful option

in view of the great mass penalty. Significant porformanee improvements were obtained

from "tricks" like the dual-lsp strategy described in this report. Use of relay mirrors

(the laser beam goes from the ground to a relay mirror orbiting at circa 10,000 km

altitude to the vehicle) can significantly improve low altitude duty factor. Enough

"tricks" were found to make the low duty factor problem manageable in the sense of

aehievinf good cost characteristics and acceptable trip times from the system;

additional simulation studies hold out the promise of further improving the situation.

High priorities for future systems analysis include (1) more rigorous system

optimization, (2) simulation and development of flight profiles for lunar missions and

GN&C algorithms for LEO-GEO and lunar missions, (3) relay mirrors, using Taguehi

methods to investigate effects of the large number of design parameters inherent in a

relay mirror system, and (4) investigation of additional mission applications including

power boost for Space Station Freedom using relay mirrors.

l
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Appendix A

Task 2

Survey of Beamed Power Applications
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Enerlr7 transmission is required in most manmade systems, since the power suuree

and power user are seldom the same. A wide variety of means are used in short range

(under 100 meters) transmission, including mechanical (belts, shafts, etc.), hydraulic,

compressed gases, and electricaL The options for long range energy transmission have

been much more restricted, being mostly via wires for electricity, and

pipalines/ships/trueks for fossil fuels. Power beaming represents a new technology for

long ran_ energy transmission. As such, it can be considered as a replacement for

existing long renge transmission systems, and for new applications that are not possible

by existing methods.

Aeronautical and space-related appUeations of power beaming are of most interest

to NASA. But, because energy transmission is such an inte_'al part of an industrial

economy, the benefits of power beaming technology spread much further. This would

augment the rationale for developing the technology. We have collected potential

applications for power beaming in this section. Where possible we identify or quantify

the advantage of beamed power over other solutions. The list shou/d be considered only

praliminary, as our task did not permit in-depth investigation of non-space applications.

Applimttioa8 for Beamed Power. The following list has been organized by type of

application. The llst is |nelustve in the sense that applications which are yet to be

examined for costs vs. benefits are listed.

Some set of applications wiU together form a mission scenario for beamed power.

The mission scenario can then be used to evaluate how to provide the beamed power, and

the costs and benefits of doing so.

A.1 Comm_ Applieatlons

a. Communications & Other Satellite Support

I. Potential Benefits:

(a) Extending the operational life of existing and future eomsats by brldginlr

GEO comsat eclipse period.

(b) Reduce or replace the weight of battaries,sular an'ays, and statlonkeeping

propellants (by using electric propulsion). This increases the useful payload

fraction.

(c) Reduce launch costs by using an EOTV, which uses 10 times less propellant

than current vehicles due to higher thruster performance (Isp).

(d) Enable faster EOTV delivery missions by increasing power output from a

given array area.

V
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b.

C.

(e) Provide more power for a given array area, enabLtng higher-power

applleations (sueh es spaee-besed radar)

2. Specific Applieations

(a) Relatively low power (a few kW delivered on the target) near-lR or visible

laser for eclipse bridging of satellites. When satellites go into the EarthUs

shadow, most of them depend on limited cycle life batteries to continue

operating during the eclipse.

(b) At 10 kW level, enable higher communications satellite operating power

levels (enabling high power direct broadeut).

(e) At 50-100 kW level, power orbital radar satellites.

(d) At 1 MW level, support EOTV propulsion.

(e) Power augmentation for Space Station Freedom.

NOTE: For some of these applications the power in the beam wilt be much

greater than the power on target because of geometry effects, i.e. the

tarslt solar array is smaller than the beam or is not cireutar.

Power to Remote Fixed Sites

1. Ground Polnt-to-Point Relay

(a) Line-of-sight to remote locations (i.e. mountaintops)

(b) Aerostat or Beam-self-powerad airborne relay

(e) Orbiting Relay

Power Terrestrial Air.raft and Other Vehicles

1. Potential Benefits:

(a) Reduced emissions from electric or dlreetly heated engines

(b) Ranp/enduranee increase relative to on-board fuel limited systems

2. Candidate Implementations:

(a) Marine Applications

(I) PV reeeivar

(2) Heat ens4ne reoeivar

(b) Aeronautical Applications

(1) Electric engines

(2) Heat Engines

(e) Surface Transportation

(1) Microwave emitters buried under road trinered when cars pass over

them.
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Based on constrnctlon cost of 1-565 ($10M/mHe), one could spend $100 per meter per

lane and only add 10% to total road cost. This could buy and install a microwave emitter

per meter for a six lane highway. Emitters only operate when ears ere over them (low

duty cTcla) so they may be high peak power devices.

The state of California has legislated a requirement for 10% poUution-free vehicles

by the late 1990% but electric vehicles have had a limited range. Beamed power era1 add

to aleetrie ear range by supplying power to electric vehicles while they are in motion on

the highways. The ears would sti// use lntm-nal battery power when off the major

highways, but these drive distances are typically short. Beamed power for cars could be

safer than aleetrifled raiL Power for cars using eleetzdfied rail or overhead estenaries

involves exposed conductors. With the microwave option the power equipment can be

encapsulated.

Conceptuafly, the receivers would be placed on the bottom of the vehicles, and

shielded from the occupants.

A study comparing buried microwave transmitters to other electric options would be

useful

d. Supply Raw materials to Earth

1. Potential Benefits:

(a) Strategdc metals are available in quantity (nickel, cobalt, platinum Kq'oup)

in Iron-Nickel type asteroids.

(b) Metals are in free-state this' means lower recovery enet_'y and reduced

environmental impact.

(c) Higher gTade steel from asteroids can reduce corrosion losses to domestic

economy (Approx. $60 billion per year).

(d) Large market for metals to Justify development costs.

2. Specific Applications. These applications will require sltmlflcant transportation

and processing power:.

(a) Asteroids/precious metals extraction.

(b) Steel (i.e. the natural 9% Nl, 1% Co fen'ous alloy that occurs in asteroids.

(1) Lunar Implanted Meteoritic Iron

• Look at benefits of usin K already reduced metal from energy

standpoint.

(2) Iron-Nickel Asteroids

e. Supply Energy to Earth

1. Potential Benefits:
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(a) If fossil fuels are displaced by beamed power, then less carbon dioxide is

added to the atmosphere. This reduces the potential for gl'eenhouse

warming.

(b) Power supplied from outside the Earth can be a renewable, low

environmental impact energy source.

(e) Power relay systems can move lathe blocks of power across oceans from

produears in remote areas to users in populated areas.

(d) Previous studies have shown the potential for low cost power production.

(e) Energy is a large enough (multi-hundeed billion S/year) market to Justify

significant development costs.

Specific Applications

(a) Orbiting Solar Power Satellites

(b) Power Relay Satellite

(e) Lunar Surface Solar Power Station

(d) Nuclear power in orbit.

AJ Environmental At_tieattom

a. Protect Biosphere

1. Asteroid/Comet lnteroeption/orbit adjustment

(a) Power for propulsion. There are two possibilities for propulsion

applications under this heading. The first is to provide power for dieeet

lasee-thermal propulsion. The propulsion would accelerate an outgoing

vehicle carrying an intercept nuclear device. The second possibility is for

sending large amounts of power (100ts of MW) to a lathe eol/eetor at the

target asteroid or comet, and powering a propulsion system that over time

deflects the orbit of the object.

(b) Direct deflection by vaporizing material

2. Send power to high altitude to make ozone or remove ehtorine

(a) Drone aieeraft power
Q

(b) Direct reaction stimulation.

3. Orbital Debris Cleanup

(a) Reflected light deeelaration, ablative deeelerationt or total vaporization

(no vehicles in these options, Just ground beam source).

(b) Maneuverable electric vehicle to recover, de-orbit, consolidate large debris

items to reduce the debris soueee population.
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A.S Selm_ee Ag_eatlom

a. Astronomy with improved t_'ound telescopes

1. Potential Benefitm

(a) Technology spin-off of (adaptive opties_ optical Interferometry) to pure

astronomy teleseopos.

2. $poeifio Applieationm

(a) Use of beam power transmitter as a high performance bistatie "telescope"

(works like synthetic ape_:ure radar).

b. Planetary Science. These apply to Moon, near Earth asteroids:

1 Mappinf of bodies with improved ground telescopes

(a) High resolution imaging

(b) Laser altimetry

2. Surface response experiments to beam illumination

(a) Narrow band spoetra from tunable PEL

(b) Heateapaeity measurements

(o) Melting point determination by reflaetanee change

(d) Vaporization by foeussinz relay mirror for spectrometry

(e) Mass spoetrometer analysis of resulting vapor (at close range) or

atmosphere (Moon, lonz ranfe) from one place while sampling a variety of

other places with beam

e. Power for Scientific SateLlites.

A.4 Explm.atioa Initiative Applications

a. Transportation Support

1. Power for Transfer Vehicles (Lunar & Mars)

2. Power for Transportation Nodes

3. Power for Planet to Orbit Systems

b. Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion

1. Orbital Brtdg_ Propulsion Unit

(a) Beamed Power relay satellite

(b) Eleetrodynamie engine.

e. Robotic Exploratlon Support

I. Powering of the followin_

(a) Orbiters;

(b) Lenders;

(e) Rovers;

DSSJO4515.10050_(6/344-2/2: 52 P
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(d) Sample Return;

(e) Robetie Mining;

(f) Robetie Construetion.

Surface Installation Support

1. Central Receiver Utility. The concept begins by deeoupling the reeelver

diameter from the arriving beam diameter. In an early lunar scenario9 there

may be an energetic beam (Megawatt class) powering a transfer vehicle. The

initial lunar installation may not need this power level In this ease a simple

fixed position photovolatie array is placed at the renter of the beam and the

rest of the power in the beam dlsearded.

As surface power requirements increase, an incremental growth path can be

pursued to higher power levels. The options ares

(a) Deliver additional PV arrays to intercept a lar_ar fraetion of the

beam_

(b) Deliver reflectors to concentrate lower intensity part of beam onto PV

arrays,

(e) Manufacture reflectors from local materials.

Simply melting surface material and allowing it to cool should make a

reasonably fiat surface. This surface can be coated with aluminum from a

simple evaporating wire. These would not have to be brought from Earth.

(d) Use part of the beam dlreetly as a source, without conversion to

electricity

e

e

Either mirrors pick off parts of ineoming beam and foeuses/direets it to

surrounding users, or equipment that requires process heat is direetly in the

beam area. Power levels ranging from support of outpost (intermittent

oeeupation by about 5 or less crew), to support of base (fuLl time oeeupation by

up to 500 crew). By avoiding a conversion step the efficiency chain improves

slgnifleantly.

Electric Power

(a) Integrated Lander/Rover

(b) Pressurized Rovers

(e) RegoUth-moving machinery

Process Heat

DSS_615-10050/K7_,-2/2:52 P
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(a) ISltU Glass Production

(b) Waste sterilization and reduction to safe forms

(e) Extraction of Volatiles by heating

(d) Extraction of Oxygen by Pyrolysis

(e) Paving and tunneling via BP sourer heating

(f) Evolution of refraetories by boiling everything else away

(g) Iron separation from agglutinates by melting

(h) Structures build-up by vapor deposition

(i) Pressurized module warmth during lunar light

4. Lightip4r

(a) General Illumination durinf Lunar night vs.night vision goggles or

Earthlight

(b) Tuned light for plant l_owth.

5. NEP Vehicle sending power down to surface. An NEP vehicle wiU have a

surplus of power available when in parking orbit. The concept is to then send

power down to the surface via a power beam.

6. Relay mirrors for surface vehielas. Surface vehicles operating in the

llne-of-sight of a tower ran receive illumination and power by means of a relay

mirror. The mirror will pick off part of the beam being sent from the Earth to

the Moon, and re-aim it towards the vehicle. The use for this is the same use as

for the main base -- to provide power during the lunar night.

0

Using a relay mirror would simplify the requirements for a pilot beam - the

beam would be aimed at a fixed spot on the lunar surface, and the pilot beacon

could also be fixed. The surface vehicles, however would now be fixed to the

line-of-sight range of the tower (18 km for a I00 m tall tower).

Line-of-sight surface mirror relay network for powering vehicles (rovers,

mining). Can ease problem of beam focus with 2kin pilot beam separation by

only having a fixed pilot beam/receiver looation.

Chemical Production/Regeneration

(a) Catalysis by specific wavelengths

(b) Regeneration of reagents required for in-situ resource use

(e) Plant nutrient extraction from local materials.
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A.S Teehnolosy Demonslt_ltlon Applleetlom

8. Tel_estrial Technology Demonstrations.

l. Antm'etie remote site power demonstration. Demonstrate short-to-

intermediate range power beaming via an aerostat or power beam powered

ah, eraft, with power relayed from a hue site to a remote site (order of kW,

order of 100 km).

2. South pole base power demonstration. The intent of the demonstration ts to

deliver substantist amounts of power to a South Pole Base. Currently all power

for the base comes from diesel generators. Supplying the fuel to run the

generators for the entire winter is a major logistical ehaUenge. (power relay to

South Pole Base as long range demonstration; offloads base resupply)

b. Orbital Technology Demonstrations.

e. Lunar Technology Demonstratiorul. ISRU mirror fabrication (melt regolith +

aluminize).

i
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